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Height Limit

Approx. 40 countries including at least 2 Contracting Parties

Only Mexico uses a goods vehicle symbol

The UK and Central America use an arch bridge symbol in addition to the purely numerical symbol
Width Limit

Approx. 23 countries including at least 1 Contracting Party

Only Mexico uses a symbol
CATEGORY A
ADVANCE WARNING

Alternative Height Limit Signs
CATEGORY A ADVANCE WARNING

Alternative Height Limit Signs

3,5 m  3,5 m  3,5 m  3,5 m
CATEGORY A  ADVANCE WARNING

Alternative Width Limit Signs

- 2.3 m
- 2.3 m
- 2.3 m
- 2.3 m
- 100 m
- 100 m
CATEGORY C  ADVANCE WARNING

Alternative Height and Width Limit Signs

- Height limit: 4.5 m, 100 m
- Width limit: 3.5 m, 200 m
- Height limit: 2.3 m, 100 m
- Width limit: 2.0 m, 200 m
The English version of the VC is in British English with occasional use of American English. Using only one language system is important so that no one assumes different terms have different meanings.

- Motorway     Highway
- Goods vehicle     Lorry

This affects translating and computer searching.

Category A Advance Warning

Height and Width Limit

[Images of road signs indicating height and width limits]
Height and Width Limit

If this is the preferred signage for advance warning, then it should be stated in the VC

- Motorway: Highway
- Goods vehicle: Lorry

This affects translating and computer searching.
CATEGORY E LANES

Actual Signs – Non-Specific
CATEGORY E LAKES

Actual Signs – Non-Specific
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CATEGORY E  LANES

Actual Signs – Specific to Width
**CATEGORY E Lanes**

Replacement Signs – Specific to Width

One lane is wider
Replacement Signs – Specific to Width

One lane is wider
Category E Lanes

Replacement Signs – Specific to Width

One lane is wider
Actual Signs – Specific to Width
Usually combined with a no overtaking sign

versetzt fahren
7 km

versetzt fahren
Actual and Alternative Signs – Specific to Height